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Abstract. 

This paper presents the conceptual design of a mission to Mars using a CubeSat, from the Hitch a Ride to 

Mars Challenge. Mars InventaRD team identified three main goals to pursue, in accordance to the 

requirements of the Challenge. The goals intend to: i) try to collect and detect microbial life in the 

atmosphere using aerogel and fluorescence beads techniques; ii) utilize video imaging analysis, with 

Eulerian Video Magnification technique, to analyze seismic and atmospheric activities, and iii) utilize still 

image analysis to determine future lander sites on Mars. The grand goal is to understand the Martian 

planet as a system. 

  

1. Introduction. 

The 2013 NASA International Space Apps Challenge required the participants to prepare a project in the 

time spam of 48 hours. The projects should address the objectives proposed by NASA, which “embraces 

collaborative problem solving, with open source solutions, to address global needs applicable to both 

life on Earth and life in space” (International Space Apps Challenge). The challenges allowed the 

participants to select the field of work of their choice: Software, Hardware, Citizen Science and Data 

Visualization. 

Team InventaRD decided to tackle the challenge of “Hitch a Ride to Mars”, under the hardware 

category, to study and understand Mars and conduct systematic search for life. The proposed solutions 

required to make use of a microsatellite CubeSat. 

Mars is a system almost as complex as Earth, and is a key piece of the puzzle to understand how to study 

extraterrestrial systems and investigate the probability of life being sustained by other celestial body 

rather than Earth. The team, therefore, aimed to design a mission which uses COTS (Consumer Off The 

Shelf) equipment, as well as modern and efficient information processing techniques to provide the 

most suitable solution.  
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The CubeSat itself can be considered as a COTS satellite, which may be comprised of one or more 

modules. The design aims to cover NASA´s desire to “Considering launching a CubeSat-based payload (a 

cube-based experiment module, an independent CubeSat, or constellation of CubeSats) on a future 

Mars exploration mission, using excess capacity on the mission’s primary spacecraft” (International 

Space Apps Challenge). 

 

2. Mission Design.  

The mission required the use of a CubeSat, which is a 10 x 10 x 10 cm microsatellite, to accomplish the 

proposed objectives. A total of two scientific objectives, and one program infrastructure objective were 

selected to be pursued by the team. These selected objectives will allow for the team to accomplish the 

following: 

1. Scientific objective 1: Conduct systematic search for extant life. Collect (analysis) 

microbial/organic samples from Martian atmosphere, 

2. Scientific objective 2: Understand Mars as a System – geologic, climactic, and other 

processes. Monitor seismic activity on Martian ground and atmospheric phenomenon 

(ie,  quakes and sandstorms), 
3. Program infrastructure objective: Provide reconnaissance imaging of Mars surface for 

lander missions. Program to analyze the data from camera to produce a 3D simulation 

of the Martian ground. 

 

2.1. Mission Process Map. 

The mission process map (Fig. 1) illustrates were within the mission the objective activities will take 

place.  

Activities to achieve scientific objective 1 will be performed during orbital insertion maneuvers. 

Aerobreaking techniques, further explained in section 2.2, allows for the spacecraft to deploy a 

microbial sampling mechanism to collect samples from the atmosphere and analyze the samples.  

Activities to achieve scientific objectives 2 and program infrastructure objective will be performed in 

parallel after orbital insertion. These activities make use of the on-board camera. Videos (for scientific 

activity 2) and still pictures (for program infrastructure objective) will be analyzed using image 

processing software. 

 



 

Fig. 1. Mission process map, indicates where activities to achieve objectives 1, 2 and 3 will take place during mission. 

 

2.2. Orbital procedure 

In order to achieve the selected objective the mission was separated into two stages: i) Orbital insertion 

into Mars and ii) Established into desired orbit.  

It is assumed that the spacecraft will make use of aerobreaking technique for stage i), similar to the 

technique used for the orbital insertion of the Martian Reconnaissance Orbiter. The aerobreaking is a 

technique were the spacecraft passes several times through a section of the atmosphere (controlled 

skids) which allow the spacecraft to reduce the apoapsis distance and establish a desired orbital speed.  

During this maneuver, the spacecraft will deploy a microbial sampling instrument and try to collect 

microorganisms from the atmosphere using aerogel. Recent experiments suggest the use of aerogel as a 

suitable material to collect microbial samples (Sugino, et al., 2010). For the purpose of this mission, 

collection will be performed only once. This collection represents the required information to be 

analyzed for objective 1. 
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The satellite, for stage ii), will be located in a Mars Low Near Circular Equatorial Orbit, approx. 200 km 

from the surface, at a speed of 12.3 km/s. During this orbit the mission will encounter periods of 15 min 

eclipse and 15 min of light. Lower orbit allows for better image captures due camera feature limitations. 

During the light portion of this orbit, the CubeSat system will use the on-board camera to obtain video 

(via rapid shutter) and still pictures. These videos and pictures represent the required information to be 

analyzed for objectives 2 and 3. 

 

2.3. Key analysis criteria techniques. 

The mission will make use of a series of image analysis techniques to determine if the objectives have 

been accomplished.  

- Image processing techniques for microorganism identification. Prior to launch all external 

surfaces of the satellite would be coated with a micro luminescent spray to detect possible Earth 

contaminants after sterilization. This technique was applied by (Juanes-Vallejo, et al., 2011) 

during the Bexus-Rexus 2010 campaign under the section Planetary Protection and 

Contamination Control Procedures. The experiment will be enclosed in a controlled sterile 

environment, and it is assumed the orbit insertion phase will perform controlled skids through 

the atmosphere. During one controlled skid the microorganism collector pad will be extended 

for sample collection for a period of time, and afterwards retracted to the analysis chamber. The 

team suggests using an on-board microscope, as in-situ analysis instrument, for visual inspection 

of microbes. Those microbes which are not fluorescence can be described as Martian microbes. 

The fluorescence technique, studied by (Sugino, et al., 2010), suggest that coated microbes can 

be distinguished. 

- -Eularian video magnification. The team proposes the use of this technique to observe and 

analyze seismic activity and possibly for atmospheric research, in order to try to predict quakes 

and early formations of sandstorms on Mars. The goal of this technique “is to reveal temporal 

variations in videos that are difficult or impossible to see with the naked eye and display them in 

an indicative manner” (Wu, Rubinstein, Shih, Guttag, Durand, & Freeman). Eulerian Video 

Magnification “takes a standard video sequence as input, and applies spatial decomposition, 

followed by temporal filtering to the frames. The resulting signal is then amplified to reveal 

hidden information” (Wu, Rubinstein, Shih, Guttag, Durand, & Freeman) as illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The results of this would be transmitted back to earth for further analysis. 



Fig.2 Eulerian Video Magnification technique, (a) Regular image from video; (b) Magnified image from video 

illustrating the variation of blood flow on the face, hence identifying the subject’s pulse 

- Image shadow analysis techniques for surface objects measurements. The team proposes the 

use of the analysis of still photographs to determine surface objects diameter and height. The 

system will use the images which have been previously analyzed by Eulerian Video 

Magnification to perform the analysis. This reduces the requirement for additional digital 

storage and maximized the use of the camera. Photographing cast shadows on terrain would 

allow the system to determine surface object diameter and height, by means of known sunlight 

incidence angles. Using software developed in MatLab, a 3-dimensional representation of the 

surface can be plotted. This information allows for future landers to determine the best landing 

site. 

 

3. Hardware Design. 

Hardware design is intended to maximize the use of the CubeSat advantages in electronics, physical 

space and systems. The team’s concept design combines 2 CubeSats, in tandem, inside a single structure 

(Fig. 3). This design allows i) using a single processor (motherboard/flight computer) to control the main 

activities of the satellite (AOCS, communications, station and housekeeping), ii) enough physical space 

for the sampling tool and in-situ microscope, iii) dedicate an image processing board for the scientific 

objective 2 and program infrastructure objective, and iv) maximize the power collection area (use of 

deployable solar panels, in addition to solar panels embedded into the structure). Appendix A lists the 

components selected in order to comply with the presented points i), ii), iii) and iv). 

Mars InventaRD CubeSat design code name: Quisquya1 Sat. 

 



    

(a)                                                  (b)                                               (c) 

Fig. 3. CubeSat structure. (a) Standard CubeSat design (image courtesy of pumpking); (b) Mars InventaRD tandem design, 

Quisqueya1 Sat, not deployed; (c) Mars InventaRD design, Quisqueya1 Sat, deploying additional solar panels. 

 

4. Conclusion. 

The CubeSat mission design presents a new concept for interplanetary studies. The use of 

microsatellites presents a new challenge as, in it selves; physical constraints are a major point to take 

into account.  

Mars InvetaRD introduces the use of more than one CubeSat to maximize the acquired advantages. We 

believe it is possible to carry out simple study tasks with CubeSats, such as imaging surface analysis and 

microbial sampling. These objectives can only be carried out with the use of new miniature technology, 

for physical advantage; and COTS technology, for cost reduction and cost effectives. 

Technology also means analysis and processing. It is required to make use of technology which allows 

managing the processing capabilities and electronics of the satellite to its best. 

Lastly, studies performed on microbial sampling and analysis and on image processing and analysis 

indicate that it is feasible to pursue the selected objectives.  

InventaRD team believes that the design of Mars InventaRD can also have a great impact if used to 

further study Earth’s environment.  
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Appendix A 

 

Selected components for Quisqueya1 Sat. 

 

Control system 

-It will begin with the CubeSat specification by using Pumpkin's CubeSat Kit as a base for an off-
the-shelf hardware and software development and deployment solution: 

 Complete, finished and ready-for-launch CubeSat structure (2U or 3U size) with high 
strength, low mass, and exceptionally large internal volume 

 Motherboard (MB) + Pluggable Processor Module (PPM) for the actual Flight Model 
 Low-power, high-performance electronics based on PPM, using: 

 TI's 16-bit MSP430 ultra-low-power microcontroller (PPM A1|A2|A3) 
 Pumpkin's multitasking Salvo Pro RTOS software 
 Pumpkin's CubeSat Kit software libraries 
 Pumpkin's processor-specific software libraries 
 HCC-Embedded's EFFS-THIN FAT file system library for use with the CubeSat Kit's SD card 

socket 
 Plug-in modem / transceiver support and built-in USB 2.0 
 USB debug / Flash emulation tool (FET) for programming and debugging 
 Programming adapters, cables and tools 

Imaging 

-NanoCam C1U high resolution camera and sensors 

Image processing 

-Stripped Raspaberry Pi 32-Bit ARM 11 based board. Unnecessary components will be removed. 

Atmospheric sample collection and analysis system 

-Retractable extremity with an aerogel collection pad attached for sample collection. 

-Modified high resolution internal USB-enabled microscope for at least 10µm level images. 

Communications 

-ISIS VHF downlink / UHF uplink Full Duplex Transceiver Communications module 

Power system 



-NanoPower P31U Power Supply, NanoPower Quad-Battery Pack and Nanopower deployable 

solar panels (to increased sunlight exposure area because of farther distance from the sun) as 

main parts of the Power system to extend beyond the Pumpkin Kit’s basic power supply. 

 

Propulsion 

-Ion Thruster propulsion. It selected for orbit control because of high specific impulse (Isp), and 

compactability. Orbital positioning will be accomplished by the mission spacecraft.  

 

 


